We calculate the two-loop level electric and chromo-electric dipole moments of the fermion involving the fermion-sfermion inner loop, gaugino, and higgsino in the minimal supersymmetric standard model, and analyze the chromo-electric dipole moment with the top-stop inner loop. It is found that this contribution is comparable with, and even dominates, in some situations over the Barr-Zee type diagram generated from the CP violation of the top squark sector in TeV scale supersymmetry breaking.
The search for supersymmetry [1] as the leading candidate of new physics beyond the standard model is currently performed within many experimental approaches, and many active studies have been done so far. One promising way to search for supersymmetry is the measurement of the electric dipole moment (EDM). The standard model prediction of the EDM is very small, so that any observations of finite EDM give direct evidence of the CP violation of new physics [2, 3] .
The minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) has many CP phases, and many analyses with natural CP violating parameters predict large EDM at the oneloop level [3, 4] , but these scenarios confront a serious difficulty in explaining the strong experimental limits of the EDM of many systems such as the neutron [5] or the electron [6] . These stringent constraints lead us to think of supersymmetric models with no CP violation in the first and second generation of sfermions, and the source of the CP nonconservation is left only to the third generation sector.
The CP violation of the third generation sfermions contributes to the fermion EDM through the two-loop level process. Previous studies of the Barr-Zee type diagrams showed that this contribution is actually sensitive to the CP violation of the third generation in supersymmetric models [7] . In this work, we extend the twoloop level analysis of the supersymmetric effects to the fermion EDM. For that, we calculate the two-loop level rainbowlike diagrams which involve both the higgsino and gaugino, as shown in Fig. 1 . This contribution has a fermion-sfermion inner loop, connected to the external fermion line with a higgsino and a gaugino, and the flavor structure is exactly the same as for the Barr-Zee type diagram, with the same coupling constants. The potential importance of these rainbow diagrams was pointed in Ref. [8] , arguing that they can actually have comparable size with the supersymmetric Barr-Zee type contribution. We should therefore analyze this process in detail.
In this paper, we first calculate the rainbow diagram contribution to the fermion EDM in the MSSM and give its explicit formula. We then analyze the effect of the chromo-EDM of the rainbow diagrams and compare with that of the Barr-Zee type diagrams. Let us first give the lagrangian of the particles relevant in this discussion. In this work, we assume that the supersymmetry breaking scale is beyond TeV, which is strongly suggested by the recent result of the LHC experiment [9] , and we neglect the effects proportional to the Higgs vacuum expectation value against the sparticle masses. This assumption especially simplifies the calculation of the neutralino contribution. The higgsino and the gaugino sectors of the neutralino mass matrix are completely separated, since the mixing with each other occurs only through the gauge interaction with the Higgs vacuum condensation. The mass matrix of the neutralino is then given by
with
where the corresponding neutralino field vector χ 0 has as its first two components the up-and down-type higgsinos, and the last two components refer to the U (1) Y and the neutral SU (2) L gauginos. The components of the mass matrix have CP phases in the general case [see the complex phases θ µ , θ 1 and θ 2 , Eq. (2) ], and these can manifest themselves as an observable effect when mass insertions occur in the process. For the higgsino however, the up-and down-type fields are fully mixed during the propagation with two mass eigenstates taking the same absolute mass eigenvalue, but with opposite sign. This fact exhibits a complete cancellation of the mass insertion for the higgsino, and the CP phase θ µ is irrelevant in the higgsino propagation. Moreover, the higgsino cannot mix the up-and down-type components due to the equal (absolute) mass eigenvalues. Thus, the EDM of a fermion with isospin +(−) 1 2 can have only an inner loop contribution with an isospin +(−) 1 2 fermion (for example, the charged lepton cannot have a top-stop inner loop). For the gluino, we remove its CP phase as usual.
Let us mention shortly the situation where the Higgs vacuum expectation value is not neglected. In this case, the mixing between gaugino and higgsino during the neutralino propagation occurs. This modifies the chiral structure of the inner loop or the external fermion line, since one gaugino-matter vertex is replaced by a higgsinomatter vertex (or vice versa). To keep the chiral structure of the EDM, we must add an additional insertion of interaction with Higgs vacuum condensation [higgsinogaugino transition, mass insertion of matter fermion, or gauge eigenstate transition of sfermion (f L ↔f R transition)] somewhere in the same process. The effect of the Higgs vacuum expectation value is therefore a correction of order O(e 2 v 2 /Λ 2 susy ), with e the electromagnetic coupling constant, v the Higgs vacuum expectation value, and Λ susy the supersymmetry breaking scale. The Higgs vacuum condensation also mixes the up-and down-type higgsinos, due to their transition into the gaugino in the intermediate state. This mixing is also a correction of O(e 2 v 2 /Λ 2 susy ) with an additional suppression due to the factor cos β (for large tan β).
The sfermion mass matrix is given by
where R f = cot β for up-type quarks, and R f = tan β for down-type quarks and charged leptons. We neglect the off-diagonal components of the first and second generation sfermion mass matrices. In the following, we will use the unitary matrix to obtain the mass eigenbasis for the third generation sfermion. Explicitly, the unitary matrix with angles θ f and δ f is given by the following relation [10] f
The CP phase is given by δ f = arg(A f − R f µ * ). We should also give the gaugino-sfermion-fermion and higgsino-sfermion-fermion interactions. These are, respectively, given by
whereh 0 i is the up-(down-)type higgsino for the uptype quark (down-type quark or charged lepton). The index a is the gauge index, but will be omitted from now. The matter-Higgs Yukawa couplings Y f satisfy Y f = m f e √ 2 sin θW mW r f where r f = sin β (cos β) for uptype quarks (down-type quarks and charged leptons).
The convention for the sign of the gauge coupling is ( We are now ready to calculate the rainbow diagrams. There are two possible insertions of a one-loop level effective vertex to form rainbow diagrams (see Fig. 2 ).
The first contribution is the insertion of the one-loop effective higgsino-gaugino-gauge boson vertex [see Fig. 2 (1) and (1')]. The inner one-loop diagrams are depicted in Fig. 3 . This contribution can generate both EDM and chromo-EDM.
The second type of contribution is the insertion of the one-loop effective higgsino-gaugino transition [see Fig. 2 (2) and (2')]. The contributing one-loop diagrams are
One-loop contribution to the effective higgsinogaugino-gauge boson vertex.
shown in Fig. 4 . Note that this type of rainbow diagram does not contribute to the chromo-EDM due to the gauge invariance.
FIG. 4. One-loop diagram contribution to the higgsinogaugino transition.
To obtain the EDM contribution, the above rainbow diagrams are calculated to the first order in the external momentum carried by the gauge boson (this manipulation is suitable since the EDM is the first order coefficient of the multipolar expansion). In our calculation, we have neglected the fermion mass originating from the mass insertion of the inner loop. We obtain then the following formula for the EDM of the light fermion F :
) , (7)
) ,(8) where n c = 3 for the inner quark-squark loop and n c = 1 for the inner lepton-slepton loop. Here the EDM d 1 is the contribution from the first type of insertion (with one-loop effective higgsino-gaugino-gauge boson vertex), and d 2 the EDM generated by the second type insertion (with one-loop effective higgsino-gaugino transition). The fieldsf 1 andf 2 are the mass eigenstates of the sfermionf . The constant s is +1 for left-handed sfermioñ F L and −1 for right-handed sfermionF R . The electric charge of the inner loop fermion (sfermion) and the external fermion in the unit of e is denoted, respectively, by Q f and Q F . The functions F ′ and F ′′ are defined by
We also obtain the following expression for the quark chromo-EDM:
) . (11) We see from Eqs. (7), (8), and (11) [7] .
Let us now move to the analysis. Here we analyze the effect of the chromo-EDM of quarks since it gives the leading CP -odd dipole moment at the two-loop level. We explicitly choose the following sparticle masses and parameters, with an overall factor of supersymmetry breaking scale Λ susy : mg = 1.8 × Λ susy , mt 1 = 1.5 × Λ susy , mt 2 = 1.6 × Λ susy . The up squark masses for both gauge eigenstates are given by mũ L = mũ R = 1.7 × Λ susy . For the µ parameter, we do not know the origin, but it must be relatively heavy, as it gives the mass of the higgsino. In our discussion, we fix |µ| = 1 TeV. We have also fixed tan β = 40. To compare with the Barr-Zee type contribution, we need also the mass of the CP -odd Higgs boson. The mass of the Higgs boson at the tree level is given by M 2 a = b(tan β + cot β), where b is the soft breaking parameter with mass dimension 2. We assume b = (1 × Λ susy ) 2 . We must note that under this assumption, the large enhancement of the Barr-Zee type contribution to the down-type quark chromo-EDM due to large tan β is attenuated.
We have plotted in Fig. 5 the up quark chromo-EDM generated by the rainbow diagrams via the top-stop inner loop in the function of the supersymmetric scale Λ susy . For comparison, we have also plotted the contribution of the Barr-Zee type diagram to the up and down quark chromo-EDM, assuming that both rainbow and Barr-Zee type contributions provide the maximal CP violation, i.e., cos θ t sin θ t sin δ t ≈ cos θ t sin θ t Im(e iθµ+iδt ) ≈ 1 2 . We see that for sparticle masses near 1 TeV, the Barr-Zee type effect of the down quark is dominant. Although being smaller, we can verify that the rainbow diagram is sizable compared with the Barr-Zee type diagram. Moreover, the situation changes for heavier Λ susy . The dominance of the rainbow type diagram in a heavier region can be explained by the dimensional analysis. As we have fixed the µ parameter, the Barr-Zee type contribution scales as Λ numerator of Eq. (11)]. If the µ parameter has a supersymmetric dynamical origin [11] and scales as Λ susy , the Barr-Zee type contribution dominates over the rainbow diagram over the whole region. We should note also that the interference between the rainbow and Barr-Zee type diagrams is dependent on the relative phase and sign between the gluino mass parameter and the µ parameter.
To summarize the discussion, we have calculated the rainbow diagram contribution to the fermion EDM in the MSSM and analyzed the chromo-EDM contribution. We have found that in many situations the rainbow diagrams provide a comparable contribution to the fermion chromo-EDM generated from the currently known BarrZee type process and, in some situations, can dominate over it. The choice of the sign of the gaugino masses and the µ parameter can give rise to either destructive or constructive interferences. If destructive interference occurs, significant suppression of CP violation is also possible. In this paper, we have not analyzed the EDM of leptons. Actually, to complete the rainbow diagram contribution, we need also to consider the chargino propagation in the inner loop. This will be the subject of our next work.
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